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ESTATE UPDATE

Dear Dunkirk Residents,
Now that we are well and truly into
the third month of 2020, we thought
it might be exciting to share some of
the projects that will be running this
year:
Project 1
In 2005, our gatehouse, the circle
at the entrance and the Estate
clubhouse were completed. At the
time, they were ahead of their time
in terms of style and design, and the

considered vernacular has made
Dunkirk what is it is today. They’ve
had longevity, and we they believe
still do. These structures are stylish
and, most importantly, understated,
and that’s what we love about them.
After 15 years, we believe it is time
for a subtle update. Bernice Rumble
from Land Art Studio is helping us
with a couple of design options in
terms of a plan for the gatehouse,
circle and signage, as well as a
landscape plan to introduce more
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plant species. These presentations will be shown to the
residents in the Dunkirk office over a few weeks for the
residents to view and vote for their favourite option.
Project 2
With great excitement, we can finally announce that
the dog flag system is in the process of being phased
out. We are planning on purchasing doggy bins for
residents to kindly scoop up the necessary waste, with
the necessary biodegradable bags that will be provided
at the bin stations, and place them into the bins. We will
send out an email once these bins have been installed.
Your co-operation will be greatly appreciated and we do
believe that this new system will be well-received.
Project 3
You might have noticed that there has been an
improvement upgrade to the gym. It will be completed
in the next week. We will be adding “how to” signage

for the new machine, as well as hygienic cleaning
sprays and a water decanter. Please continue to
be considerate: use earphones for your music and
remember to bring a towel. We know that there are
items we still need to purchase, but the DHOA will be
doing small upgrades as budget allows.
Project 4
Interior upgrade to the Estate clubhouse
We are incredibly lucky to have a restaurant like Ray’s
Kitchen as our clubhouse restaurant. Together with
Ray’s, we will be doing an interior refurbishment to
the bar area and will update the interior décor, as the
furniture is looking tired and shabby.
We thank you all for your continued support.
Many thanks,
The Directors

Dunkirk Estate
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Environmental Update
A new Environmental Committee
was formed following the 2019
AGM, and a new constitution
for this committee has been
approved by the HOA. This
committee has set about with
fresh enthusiasm to tackle a
number of environmental issues,
and consists of Clive Kelly, Ryan
Streit and Peter Buchholtz.

Your Views
Following the Estate survey done
in October 2019, a number of

items were raised that formed
a basis from which to guide
the committee on appropriate
ways to involve homeowners
in environmental issues. These
will be incorporated into the
planning of the committee.
These activities include arranging
forest walks, the consideration
of the safety of all, involving all
families and creating possible
income-earning activities. The
updating of our bird list is also to
be followed up.
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What has been done: small catch fences have been installed at the deep
flows near the southern end of the Estate, which slow down the stream.
More work of a similar nature is planned in the forest to create barriers for
the little streamlets higher up above the boardwalk.

The Swamp Forest - Forest Water Flow
Over the years, the streams in the forest have become more marked and
have eroded deeply in places. The result has been the drawing down of the
water table. This is of concern and a few significant environmental reports
have been received, showing that the erosion and water table may probably
be a factor in the number of trees that have fallen in the past few years.

Fallen Trees
Trees that have fallen have been observed in areas of the forest, which
raised added concerns. Specialists were called in and their reports have
been discussed with the committee this month. The cause for the fallen
trees is a combination of factors
1) The stream and water tables levels were raised
2) The flow of water has of late occurred in large flows with long dry periods
in between
3) The possibility that the fallen trees have been infected by pests, including
the “Shothole Borer” – most of which occur in stressed trees.
Urgent advice and follow up on these problems are being dealt with.
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of the remaining bush and grassland areas. Further
removals will take place at the correct time of the
year to affect this, and all will be advised of the
activity. At the current time, approximately 19
bushbucks are being observed.
New Environmental Management Plan
A new Environmental Management Plan is being
drawn up by the committee. This will be circulated
for public comment in due course.

Bushbuck
The bushbuck population has been evaluated. With
the size of the Estate that the experts consulted, seven
bushbucks (at most) would be the carrying capacity

Your Environmental Ideas
Any ideas or proposals should be sent to Ryan Streit
for the environmental committee’s consideration.
Your ideas are welcomed.

Embracing Change – The Cherry Family
“Life does not get better by chance, it gets better by change”.- Jim Rohn
We are the Cherrys – Dylan, Bonita,
Mila (eight years old), Samuel (six
years old) and Layah (four years old).
We moved to our Dunkirk home on
10 Hillside Lane in June 2019, after
six months of searching to buy whilst
renting in Sheffield Beach.
Living on the North Coast was only a
dream for seven years until one day,
when driving home from a wedding
at Simbithi, Dylan and I looked at
each other and agreed that it was

“now or never”. We would need to
face the reality of “change” if we
were to pursue a different lifestyle.
With the desire for a new adventure
brewing in our hearts, we agreed
that we ought to stop talking about a
possible life on the North Coast and
rather put the wheels into motion
and wait to see what doors would
open up! Our love for the ocean,
the adventurous outdoor lifestyle,
a passion for the beautiful sense of
community and the friendships we
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would enjoy here are a few of the many reasons
we decided to come north.
The move to the North Coast was an enormous
adjustment as our roots were firmly planted and
flourishing in the Kloof soil. Once we had made
the decision to move, it was very clear that this
is where God wanted us to be. Our home in Kloof
sold in six weeks, our children were immediately
accepted into two of the schools we approached
and the home we would rent for six months
became available for us at a price we could afford.
The move was a daunting change for me in
particular, as my business and staff would remain
in Kloof. After a year of commuting to Kloof for
work two to three days a week, I realised that the
business had evolved and that it would be best for

it to find its place here too. In January, I relocated
Outlook Orange, a creative brand development
and marketing agency, to The Regency House
across the road from Ashton College in Ballito,
where our children go to school. Moving the
business was a challenging process for my team,
but it the best decision I could have ever made.
We are now starting to feel planted as our roots
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have settled in the ground and our
branches are seeing fruit.
Dylan heads up marketing at MRP
Sport and uses his daily drive to and
from Durban to think, pray and listen
to podcasts. Whilst the time in the
car can be frustrating at times, we do
not regret the change.
Small changes always end up with
huge results, and one of them that
we made was whether it would be
better for us to live in an estate or
a freestanding home. In Kloof, we
lived on a large freestanding property
with a huge garden and a 12x5 meter
swimming pool for the kids to enjoy.

However, our doors were always
locked and the alarm beams were
always active. The electric fence
ticked constantly and we would
go to sleep at night peacefully, but
always conscious of the reality of the
crime we face in our country, after
having experienced two burglaries
before. When we moved here in June,
after having invested in our new
home in Dunkirk, we realised what
an incredible privilege it is to live in
the intimate and safe community
environment we now have.
We have made beautiful friends in
our road and regularly find ourselves
poolside, sipping on drinks,
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The uncertainty of change is, at times, what holds us
back from pursuing our dreams and desires. But it is
when we lean into the change and embrace the difficult
conversations and somewhat painful moments of
doubt, and when we push through the hard times and
place value on the importance of family, we realise the
bright future we always envisioned.

taken by surprise at how late it is and that the kids
have school the next day!
“Dreams are the seeds of change. Nothing ever
grows without a seed, and nothing ever changes
without a dream.” - Debby Boone

We knew that whilst the transition would be hard
(we let go of four staff members, the schools our kids
attended, a beautiful home, the church we were a part
of and regular visits with the friends and family that
made us who we are), our move to the North Coast
and Dunkirk has been marked for us as a “season of
singing”: a refreshing place of joy, a place where we will
truly relish every moment shared with the people we
feel called to.

FISHING
competition

Miguel Nicholson (aged 14) came 23rd in the
under 16s National Fishing Championships
recently held in Jeffreys Bay.

FISHING
competition

Guy Nicholson came seventh in the National
Fishing Championships in Struisbaai.

Joburg 2C

Spectacular Sailfish

Dunkirk Resident Danilee Reilly
(right) and her mountain biking
partner Theresa have been putting in
some serious time in the saddle for
their preparation for the upcoming
nine day stage race Joburg2C.

Dunkirk resident Daniel Balance landed the most
beautiful sailfish off Umdloti on Saturday morning,
22 February. They tagged and released the sailfish
back into the crystal clear waters. What an epic
experience!
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Mowatt Girls
,Leila and
Bella Mowatt
being great
entrepreneurs
in the
December
holidays

Noah and Colin Martin MostertOut
and about and family fun

Oliver Elliott loves our local
Salt Rock beach

Mila and Rupert Robert with their
furbaby Chip the Hamster

DUNKIRK

Father
Christmas

Dec 2019
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Genuine Community
is Hard to Come by
WORDS Ant Carr
To state the obvious: we live in a fast paced world that makes
real connections difficult to keep and create. Besides the
energy and time it takes to invest in new people, we keep
forgetting to follow up on those “let’s do a braai” promises. I
don’t need to explain this. We all know how hectic life seems to
get, and it just seems that there’s no space for anyone else in
our lives.
It’s a pity that we’ve ended up like this, but life is life. Life can
be unrelenting as it seems to hammer through each month.
But I’ve found that despite this, the North Coast seems to
provide a very interesting antidote. When we were kids,
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we hung out in all the public spaces in our
neighbourhoods, like parks, streets and corner
cafés, playing games, cruising on our bikes and
generally causing more trouble than we were worth.
We all had our street mates, that oddball gang that
we hung out with. No cell phones to organise, no
schedules; it was just a known thing. And if one of
us was missing, we dragged them out of the house
only to get a beating at home when we got back
well after dark.
The beauty of the North Coast is our beaches and
our spaces where we just end up meeting people,
seeing people and getting to know them.
One of the reasons I do coffee is simply because
of this epic phenomenon. People gravitate to our
space (Bench Coffee based in the Granny Pool’s

parking lot) because the coffee is good and vibe is
great! But mainly, I suspect that they just enjoy the
crowd of eclectic bunch that comes down every
morning.

Happy Easter!
FROM THE NORTH COAST TEAM

Dunkirk is more than just a residential Estate, it’s
a tight-knit crew of street mates all hassling each
other in the surf, on the beaches, on our runs or on
our rides. A place of support, but a place that also
includes some moaning and disputes that arise
from living in community.
At the end of the day, we have a unique and
genuine community to enjoy. But it does take a bit
of work; we just need to stay open and enjoy all that
this incredible coastline offers us.

ROBIN STREIT
072 279 7535 /
robin@ncre.co.za

northcoastrealestate.co.za /
/
.
Suite 7, First Floor, New Salt Rock Shopping Centre

PARTNER WITH LOCALS

Birding

in Dunkirk
WORDS Luke Allen

When I first moved to Dunkirk in 2009, we were one
of the first families that had built here. The Estate
was covered mainly in grassland and there were only
a few small trees. I was only three years old and had
not started school yet. My interest in wildlife started
from an early age. I loved visiting our family holiday
home in the Midlands, spotting the birds and animals.
I was told by my parents that I had a good eye for
spotting. My grandparents, who are also avid birders,
recognised my love for wildlife and bought me a

couple of bird books, which I would read daily and
eventually, I knew everything off by heart. I continued
my love for wildlife but became more and more
interested in birds. My family started taking me to all
the North Coast game reserves and each time I learnt
more and more, especially identification through bird
calls, and not just by sight. Now, I am always looking
forward to the next trip!

Luke Allen (14 years old) assisting with
bird ringing at the Sappi hide on the
North Coast

Pround sponsor of the Dunkirk Newsletter
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Luke Allen at Rhino Ridge HluhluweUmfolozi

Luke Allen at Rhino Ridge HluhluweUmfolozi

Last year, I joined the Dolphin Coast
Bird Club. It has been a great step for
me as over this past year of being in
the club, I have learnt so much from
other experienced birders. It has
more than doubled my knowledge of
birds. I have also met many incredible
environmentalists who have recognised
my knowledge and been real role
models for me. Last year, I met a man
who is the owner of Rockjumper Birding
Tours. He does bird tours all around the
world. He has been a great inspiration
for me as he is a top birder and is so
incredibly knowledgeable. Earlier this
year he invited my family to his lodge
in Manyoni Game Reserve. I learnt so
much from him in just one weekend,

adding so many ‘lifers’ to my life list of
birds.
I am hoping to one day educate people
about birds, help to conserve them
and be a professional guide and game
ranger. I have enrolled for the Junior
Ranger Course this year, run by the Field
Guides Association of Southern Africa
(‘FGASA’). I hope to work my way up
and complete as many of the FGASA
qualifications as I can so that when
I leave school, I can hopefully start
working towards my dreams straight
away!
I would like to set up a DUNKIRK
BIRDING & WILDLIFE GROUP on
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IN REAL ESTATE

WhatsApp. Where we can share any
wildlife sightings that we see in our
beautiful forest surroundings.
The purpose of this WhatsApp group
would be to share, conserve and keep
us everyone updated on what wildlife
exists right on our doorstep.

Luke and Chris Allen birding in Manyoni
Private Reserve (new Hluhluwe)

If you would like to join this group,
please message me, Luke Allen, on
079 434 0208 and I will be in touch.
Thank you!

CHRIS MORRIS

083 251 6991
morris93@mweb.co.za
www.remaxdolphin.co.za

The Power of Your BREATH
WORDS Anastasia Scoulelis
We go through most of our day not giving
it much thought, but it is the very thing
keeping us alive. Checking in with the
quality of your breath can have a dramatic
impact on your overall holistic health.
Breath-work is the active form of
consciously working your breath to
bypass the mind and enter a different
state of awareness. This is what most
people seek when meditating, and
breath-work takes you to that place very
quickly. The practice gives the brain’s
executive functioning something to focus

on, so you can bypass the mental level
of consciousness and drop into a deeper
state of consciousness, where healing and
love reside.
What Exactly Is Breath-Work and How
Do You Do It?
There are little-to-no rules when it comes
to establishing your own breath-work
routine: you can practice in person with a
teacher (in a group or solo setting), tune
into a digital session or guide yourself
through a breath sequence from home or
in the middle of your workday.
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How Is Breath-Work Different from Meditation
or Yoga?
Breathing practices are on the rise, and there’s
a reason why: unlike meditation, where we are
aware of our mental chatter, breath-work allows us
to disconnect from the mind and reconnect with
our body and energy. From this elevated state of
awareness, we are able to heal, grow, and expand.
The Key Difference between Breath-Work and
Meditation
While meditation is an extremely useful form of
self-reflection (because it allows us to see the
pace, substance, and truth of our thoughts), it also
keeps us stuck in our mind while many people are
seeking to get out of their own heads. Meditation
is a slow and steady practice that, over a period of
time, will shift our perspective. But, many people

are seeking relief now, and meditation does not
bring this relief they are looking for. Breath-work,
on the other hand, can be easier to drop into when
you are seeking more immediate feedback. It’s a
great tool to pull out when you’re feeling stressed,
overwhelmed or off-centre.
Who Can Benefit from Breath-Work?
There is a misconception that healing arts are for
individuals who are struggling or suffering. And yes,
breath-work is very supportive for stress, tension,
overwhelm, anxiety, depression, fear, grief, sadness,
anger, trauma, insomnia, etc. However, breath-work
is also nourishing for someone who is doing well
and feels ready for the next opening—the next layer
of love, peace, gratitude, clarity, connection and
insights.

Three Reasons Why Breath-Work Is so Powerful
1. You’ll tap into your inner knowing.
The first benefit of breath-work is that the innate
wisdom of your breath and life force knows exactly
where to go for the level of healing that is available
to you at any given time. As the breath opens
meridians and channels and aligns your body with
its inherent and universal energy, healing
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happens. There is no need to think, process or
figure anything out after a session. To know you
can receive clarity and peace without thinking is
revelatory.
2. You’ll feel empowered.
In a breath-work session, you do not need to
imbibe an external substance, so there is an inner
empowerment that comes from within you. Your
breath can become the source of answers to
questions, insights to challenges, freedom from
feeling stuck, and downloads to what’s next for
you, your life and your work in the world.
3. You’ll gain a new perspective on life’s
challenges.
Breath-work supports so many of the
challenges everyone experiences. It reduces

stress and creates feelings of openness, love,
peace, gratitude, clarity, communication and
connection. Breath-work also helps release
trauma or mental, physical, and emotional
blocks, as well as anxiety, depression, fear,
grief and anger. Last, it can help people receive
insights from ancestors and loved ones who
have transitioned, as well as downloads about
work, creativity, finances, relationships or health
conditions.
As with any self-care practice, the most important
way to learn whether breath-work is useful and
helpful for you is to experience it for yourself.
To learn more about the power of breath-work
and how to start your practice.

WHERE

Dreams

are made

the mostert family
I remember when I was a lot younger I had this dream of living by the
sea. I wanted to move to Cape Town; it sounded so far and exotic.
Now, I am quite glad that my dream was slightly off track to the
North Coast. I guess GPSes were not so accurate 30 years ago!
My name is Teresa, and I was born and bred in a small village in
Spain. My husband, Sybrand Mostert (who is not Spanish - you might
have gathered that!) and I have travelled the seas and we have now
found our little nest in this beautiful part of the world. We met in
London and spent 12 years there under the neon lights and the busy
life, travelling as much as we could (oh, I miss airports!). We then
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Preparatory School ticked all of the boxes! They
decided to relocate to South Africa, so we moved
to Nelspruit (“It’s just like Cape Town,” he said, “just are big on cricket, rugby and mountain biking,
all of which my kids are crazy about. With a lot
a bit smaller”, he said!).
of persuasion, we managed to get them into the
Our time in Nelspruit was fantastic. We did a lot of school. First thing done!
camping and discovered all of the natural gems
Then, we had to find a house, and that was not
that the lowveld has to offer. Kruger Park was
so simple! It was hard trying to find a place where
on our doorstep and going there was a regular
I could feel safe during the day (as I work from
weekend outing. We also went to Botswana,
Namibia, Zimbabwe and Mozambique. This is how home), our dogs could be happy and one with a bit
of a garden for them, somewhere not too far from
our kids grew up - barefoot and happy!
the sea and the school, and where the kids could
roam free. The answer was Dunkirk! It had it all in
But, in January 2020, 10 years later (and after
one place.
set of twins!), we packed up and headed for
the coast. Relocating is not an easy business; it
We arrived on a Saturday and by Sunday, our kids
tested everyone’s patience to the limit. Firstly, we
were already fishing with the Krambeck’s kids. Just
looked for a school, and we wanted one that was
history and sports focused. We found that Umhlali like that, we already had our first family friends

MOSTERT FAMILY CONT
INSIGHTS INTO THE 2020 BUDGET SPEECH.

(Louise, you are my life saver, I am
so glad that your kettle is always on).
Dunkirk is everyone’s dream! The
club houses are well catered and it’s
the best solution to have a braai with
friends and come back to a clean
house with very tired kids.
There is nothing like heading to the
beach on a Friday afternoon with a
cooler box to see the kids enjoy the
waves, look at the surfers do their
thing and get lost in the beautiful
sunset. The beach club is a great
place to meet people too. Last
Friday, I met Sonia from Venezuela
who also stays in Dunkirk. What a
pleasure it is to talk in your home

language when you are this far away
from home!
To say that my husband and kids
love fishing is an understatement.
Dunkirk is just paradise for them. We
often head off to Christmas Bay or
Sheffield’s Bay to take our dogs for
a stroll, or to get fresh mussels from
the rocks (license compulsory!) while
they fish.
It’s a different lifestyle. I often pinch
myself hoping this is actually what
my life is, and I wonder how long I
will keep this holiday feeling for…..
I wonder if it will ever go away!

DOES THE BUDGET
SPEECH AFFECT YOU
OR YOUR BUSINESS?
With Finance Minister Tito Mboweni’s 2020 Budget Speech, the sustainability of the future of South Africa’s
economy took the front seat, by focusing on the changes both consumers and businesses can expect.

OVERALL:
•

The Finance Minister alluded to the reduction in
corporate income tax rates in the near future.

•

Over the next 12 months, a new capital flow
management system will be put in place.

•

The concept of emigration, as recognised by the
Reserve Bank, will be phased out and will be replaced
by a verification process.

•

South African Airways: Over the medium term,
the Government has allocated R16.4 billion to settle
guaranteed debt and interest.

•

FOR CONSUMERS:
•

The Government will increase the cap on the
exemption of foreign remuneration earned by South
African tax residents to R1.25 million per year starting
from 1 March 2020.

•

The threshold for property transfer duties has been
raised to R1 million.

•

Despite expectations of an increase, there were no
increases in VAT.

•

The fuel levy goes up by 25 cents per litre.

Over the next three years, Government will
transfer R112 billion to Eskom to enable the utility
to meet its short-term obligations.

*This article is courtesy of Kloppers Attorneys who have offices in Richards Bay, Empangeni, Durban and Ballito.

ROBIN STREIT
072 279 7535 /
robin@ncre.co.za
northcoastrealestate.co.za /
/
Suite 7, First Floor, New Salt Rock Shopping Centre
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Social Scene
Firstly, let’s start with the well wishes for the new
decade. May 2020 be a year of less stress, more
family time and, of course, the added bonus of
enjoying our beautiful Estate and other local north
coast treasures.
2019 ended in what seems to be a frenzy of
activities, whether it be with our beloved moms and
dads celebrating the end of the working year and
kids finishing school (or preparing for new schools)
and end-of-year festivities, or gearing up for the
influx of family or short-term guests, it all felt like
everyone was in a rush, either with wrapping things
up or getting things prepared. One thing is for sure:

we absolutely loved seeing the foot traffic on the
Estate and on the beach, and seeing the familiar
faces in local shops or secret hideouts.
It’s always good to see a friendly smile whilst out
and about. It was lovely to see so many kids on
their bikes, playing tennis, fishing in the dams,
swimming in the pools and walking around
in gangs, mostly barefoot and with smiles. I
always love seeing the odd entrepreneur selling
homemade lemonade or brownies, either at
the dam or the kids’ playground area. Kudos to
families for encouraging children to be outside
and enjoy what we have right here on our
doorstep.
December saw our first street party in Forest Lane.
Once again, a huge thank you to Ryan and Bernie
and Directors Robyn and Haley for putting this
together. The weather played ball; it was a humid
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Friday afternoon and the vibe on the street was
electric! We loved the street lights and the idea
of everyone being together as a community,
literally “out on the streets”. We can only build
on this evening, and we hope to have more
similar events within the Estate soon.
The Beach Club held its annual kids Father
Christmas party with Bernie, once again,
ensuring that the festive cheer was felt by all.
We can see why this is such a highlight for our kids! With heaps of spoils, treats
and party cheer, the kids loved their annual visit from the “Man in Red” (some
knew immediately who actually was in that suit!). I think we all understand that
Christmas is not always about the gifts, but the actual presence of family being
together. It’s special to witness how well our Dunkirk families all bond and are
always full of cheer.
We thank you all for being such a great “tribe” of residents.
28

HAIR COLOUR
SPECIALS
FEB – JUNE 2020

HAIR HIGHLIGHT
SPECIALS
FEB – JUNE 2020

DEAL 1

DEAL 1

Roots + Blow Wave

R475

Half Head Of Highlights +
Tone + Cut & Blow Wave +
Hair Mask

DEAL 2

R1500

R550

DEAL 2

Roots + Cut & Blow Wave + Hair Mask

DEAL 3

Full Colour + Cut + Blow Wave + Hair
Mask

R999

10 Foils + Toner +
Blow Wave

R566

VuvuFit

Community Gym
Shaka’s Head
With the recent upgrading of Dunkirk’s gym,
it was agreed on by the Directors to donate
some of the multifunctional equipment to the
local VuvuFit Community Gym.
For those that have not seen the bright yellow
container on the side of the N2 highway in
Shakas Head, have a look next time you drive
passed what is becoming an iconic beacon,
offering fitness and wellbeing in driving a
fitter community following the “gym in a box”
idea. There was no better home for our preloved Dunkirk equipment.
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Slev Group CEO, Craig Slevin, said that
VuvuFit is a platform for creating renewed
hope within the community. As far back as
2014, Craig Slevin and Lucky Ndlovu had a
solid concept in mind. Their idea was to setup a sustainable fitness model to benefit a
community who couldn’t necessarily afford
conventional gym fees, but that could also
operate as a functioning business. This
allows the empowering of individuals through
mentorship, whilst using fitness as a vehicle for
personal and societal growth.
Slevin’s diverse family business, The Slev
Group, which incorporates farming, earth
moving, prop-erty and construction, offered
the necessary avenues to get the ball rolling
and acted as sponsors of the set-up.
31
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Craig invested in the first CrossFit Box in KZN, and had
seen first-hand how effective the concept could be for
individuals’ “psychology and biology”.
Partner with VuvuFit
As a registered non-profit organization, VuvuFit can
issue section 18A certificates. They are still looking for
sponsors for the following:
• A Siza water connection
• Weather blinds to protect the workout area
• Basic change rooms with toilets and showers
• An office container to serve as a training and
counseling center
• Personal development training, coaching and
mentoring. Any funds received here, will al-low our
team to dedicate time to equipping our community to
be the best they can be!

Shakas Head has the first of many ‘gyms in a box’
bearing the VuvuFit trademark, with the aim to
establish more of these in local communities. If you’re
keen to sponsor visit vuvufit.co.za, email info@
vuvufit.co.za or find them on Facebook @vuvufit.

R 2,900,000

DUNKIRK ESTATE / Modern And Easy Living
R 8,950,000

DUNKIRK ESTATE - A Higher Level Of Living
Designed with distinction, this single level home is elevated to maximise its
privacy and spectacular forest and 180 degree ocean views and also offers off
the grid living and security in the sought after Dunkirk Estate.
Aircon / Built-in Cupboards / 1 Dining Area / 4 En Suites / Entrance Hall / 480 m Floor Area / Garden /
1352 m2 Land Area / Laundry / 2 Lounges / Patio / Pets Allowed / Pool / Scullery / Sea View / Storage /
1 Storey / Study / Walk-in Closet / Wheelchair Friendly
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4 BED / 4 BATH / 2 GAR

Modern, light, bright and spacious, this two bedroom single story family home is perfect as a starter home or
a retirement option. With all that this house has to offer you will not find better value for money on the KZN
North Coast.
The open plan living offers an easy lifestyle with the flow from kitchen to dining room and lounge onto a large
covered patio overlooking the garden. There is direct access to house from the automated double garage.
nestled in a quiet tree lined cul-de-sac this easy to maintain is a must on your viewing list.
3 BED / 2 BATH / 2 GAR

ROBIN STREIT
072 279 7535 /
robin@ncre.co.za

northcoastrealestate.co.za /
/
Suite 7, First Floor, New Salt Rock Shopping Centre

PARTNER WITH LOCALS

Max and Tom
de Charmoy

My name is Max. I am nine years old and my brother,
Tom, is 11. Last year, when it was the Rugby World Cup,
my Uncle Adriaan gave us the idea to send a message
to Siya Kolisi and the Bokke to wish them good luck for
the World Cup. My Mom took a video of each of us and
she put it on instagram and tagged Siya. We also sent
it via WhatsApp to anyone we knew who could pass it
on and somehow Siya saw it! Then one day, my Mom
got a message back from our friend Nicola in Cape
Town, and it was a special video from Siya where he
replied to our messages! He took it in his hotel room

a few days before the World Cup final and he spoke to
me and Tom and said thank you for the message we
sent. It made me feel surprised and so happy, and I
just couldn’t believe that he took the time to send me
a message. I was so happy and so proud that we won
the World Cup. One day, I would love to go to Cape
Town and meet him, and I hope that I can maybe play
for the Springboks one day. My uncle got to meet him
in Cape Town and he took a photo with him!
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KIDS

CLICK HERE for some great and fun ways to encourage children to read!
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